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Abstract

Mechanical systems present several contact surfaces between deformable bodies. The contact interface can be either
static (joints) or in sliding (active interfaces). The sliding interfaces can have several roles and according to their
application they can be developed either for maximizing the friction coefficient and the energy dissipation (e.g. brakes)
or rather to allow the relative displacement at joints with a maximum efficiency. In both cases the coupling between
system and local contact dynamics can bring to system dynamics instabilities (e.g. brake squeal or squeaking of hip
prostheses). This results in unstable vibrations of the system, induced by the oscillation of the contact forces.

In literature, a large number of works deals with such kind of instabilities and are mainly focused on applied
problems such as brake squeal noise. This paper shows a more general numerical analysis of a simple system consti-
tuted by two bodies in sliding contact: a rigid cylinder rotating inside a deformable one. The parametrical complex
eigenvalue analysis and the transient numerical simulations show how the friction forces can give rise to in-plane
dynamic instabilities due to the interaction between two system modes, even for such a simple system characterized
by one deformable body. Results from transient simulations highlight the key role of realistic values of the material
damping to have convergence of the model and, consequently, reliable physical results. To this aim an experimental
estimation of the material damping has been carried out. Moreover, the simplicity of the system allows for a deeper
analysis of the contact instability and a balance of the energy flux between friction, system vibrations and damping.
The numerical results have been validated by comparison with experimental ones, obtained by a specific test bench
developed to reproduce and analyze the contact friction instabilities.

1. Introduction

Whenever relative motion between two system components occurs, through a dry contact interface, vibrations
are induced by the relative sliding [1]. The local dynamics at the contact (ruptures and wave generation) couples
with the system dynamics giving origin to vibrations and regulating the macroscopic frictional behavior of the system
[2, 3, 4]. The deformations due to the dynamic response of the system affect the local stress distribution; conversely
the variation of the local contact stresses and status (sliding, sticking, detachment), the waves generated by the local
ruptures, and the local contact characteristics (stiffness, damping, etc.) modify the dynamic response of the system.

Numerical tribology is a powerful tool that developed quickly during the last decades allowing for a deeper investi-
gation of contact issues [5]. The so called ”friction induced vibrations” [6] can result in either a low amplitude acoustic
noise characterized by a large frequency spectrum, which is function of the surface characteristics (e.g. roughness)
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and the dynamics of the bodies in contact, or a high amplitude acoustic signal characterized by an harmonic spec-
trum. The second case is characteristic of dynamic system instabilities excited by the contact forces. Contact dynamic
instabilities have been the subject of several analyses focused on specific applications as joint squeak, squeaking of
hip prostheses or brake noises. In particular a large literature can be found on brake NVH (Noise, Vibration and
Harshness) issues [7, 8, 9, 10] and more specifically on brake squeal [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

A general classification of friction instabilities has been made according to either the frequency of the vibrations
or the dynamics of the phenomena [18]. Generally high frequency sound emission is referred as squeal and is char-
acterized by an unstable vibration at an eigenfrequency of the brake system. Nevertheless this kind of harmonic
sound emission, due to vibrations excited by sliding contacts, occurs often in commonly used mechanical systems
(door hinges, shaft supports, hip endoprosthesis, . . . ). Among the mechanisms that are considered responsible for
such vibrations, the unstable coupling between two modes of the system is one of the most commonly accepted
[21, 22, 23, 14].

In this work a more general approach is used to highlight this kind of dynamic instability, which is due to the
coupling of the tangential and normal deformation at the contact through the friction forces [24, 25]. A single de-
formable solid, a polycarbonate disc, is excited by a rigid disc sliding at its inner radius. In this way any “system”
effect, coming from a more complex mechanical system, is avoided and the unstable behavior can be directly related
to the dynamics of the single deformable body. Such a simplification allows for a deeper analysis on link between
the system dynamic response and the contact behaviour during the occurence of the auto excited vibrations. First
the dynamic instability is reproduced numerically by a linear complex eigenvalues analysis and a nonlinear transient
analysis; results are compared to investigate the features of the simulated modal instabilities. The results from the
transient simulations highlight the need of realistic material damping coefficients retrieved by experimental modal
tests, to obtain reliable results. Once the material damping is measured, the energy balance of the system during the
unstable vibrations is presented and the relative role on the braking energy dissipation due either to friction and ma-
terial damping is discussed. A parametrical analysis is also developed to investigate the role of the friction coefficient
and the sliding velocity. Finally experimental results are presented to validate the numerical ones. Complementary
analyses are focused on experimental observations [26, 27] and numerical simulations of third body flows [28, 29, 30]
at the contact and its effect on the onset of dynamic instabilities [31].

2. The model

The system considered for this work is composed of a deformable disc made of polycarbonate, which is con-
strained at its external circumference. A coaxial cylinder made of steel is put in rotation inside the polycarbonate one;
a static radial expansion of the steel cylinder ensures the contact with the inner circumference of the polycarbonate
disc, imposing the wished contact pressure. Radial forces (normal to the contact surface) and friction forces (along
the tangential direction) at the contact interface between the two discs induce vibrations on the system.

2.1. Experimental setup

The polycarbonate disc (inner radius 20.5 mm, external radius 90.5 mm, thickness 9 mm) is clamped on a rigid
frame, and a steel cylinder is linked by a transmission belt to the driving motor (cf. Fig. 1(a)). Inside the steel cylinder
a piston produces the axial compression of an elastic component (rubber cylinder placed inside the steel one) that tries
to expand radially and generates the radial expansion of the outer steel cylinder; the radial expansion is measured by
an inductive proximity sensor and stopped when the wished contact pressure between the two bodies is reached. A
full description of the expanding chuck and of the precautions adopted to minimize the axial asymmetry and conicity
error are reported in [26, 27]. The steel cylinder is maintained at constant rotational speed by a controller and the
engine torque is measured during tests.

Experimental measurements on quantities inside of the contact are quite difficult: significant errors can arise due
to the introduction of sensors and consequent modification of the contact pair. This is why the numerical simulation
is preferred to investigate the issue. In this work the experimental set-up showed in Fig. 1(a) is used to validate
the numerical analysis results by comparison of the macroscopic dynamic behavior of the system. To this aim,
accelerometers have been placed on the free surface of the polycarbonate disc to measure the system vibration during
sliding and compare the acceleration signals with the numerical ones. The polycarbonate material has been chosen
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for its photoelastic properties and transparency for the observation of shear stress distribution and third body analysis,
reported in [26, 32].

Steel cylinder

Polycarbonate disc

Front bracket

Rear bracket

Clamping screws

Ø 18 cm

(a) The experimental setup. PhotoTrib.

Policarbonate disc Steel disc

R 19.2 mm
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thickness 9 mm

1621

1641

(b) 2D geometrical and finite element model for numerical
simulation.

Figure 1: Experimental and numerical model.

2.2. Numerical model
To analyze and reproduce numerically the vibrational behavior of the polycarbonate disc, two different approaches

are used. A linear finite element model is used with the commercial code ANSYS to perform a parametrical pre-
stressed complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA) of the system. A non-linear finite element model is used with the code
PLAST2 [24, 33, 34] to perform a transient analysis in explicit dynamic formulation with the aim to reproduce nu-
merically the friction induced vibrations observed experimentally and predicted by the CEA.

In the presented analyses a simplified 2D finite element model with a plane strain formulation is considered.
Nevertheless a prior analysis on a full 3D model, including the frame of the mechanical system, has been developed
and has highlighted that the dynamic instabilities of interest are characterized by in-plane vibrations; thus they can
be observed as well by the 2D model with a substantial reduction of the computational time. A comparison between
the in-plane mode frequencies calculated by the full 3D model and the simplified 2D model showed that frequencies
of the simplified 2D model are slightly higher than the frequencies of the full 3D model with a percentage error less
than 7.5% in the frequency range of interest. This difference in frequency doesn’t affect the modal shape that are very
similar between the two modes. Furthermore, the difference in frequency can be related to mainly three reasons: i) the
introduction of a fixed boundary on the external edge of the 2D model, instead of the external frame, which increases
the stiffness of the system; ii) the mass of the external frame is not taken into account in the 2D model that results
to be less massive than the 3D model and the real system; iii) the plane strain formulation introduces an out of plane
constraint that increases the global stiffness of the system.

Moreover, a further difference with the experiments is due to the connection between the polycarbonate disc and
the frame: while the connection is bounded in the 3D numerical model, three screws and a steel annular frame are
used to clamp the disc in the experiments. The rigidity of the experimental connection is lower explaining the lower
mode frequencies. The simplified boundary conditions and the 2D model produce an acceptable overestimation of the
in plane frequencies; these considerations have to be accounted for when comparing the experimental and numerical
results (cf. 6).

The difference in stiffness between the materials of the two cylinders in contact (the polycarbonate Young’s mod-
ulus is about 2.5 GPa while that of steel is about 210 GPa) allows for considering only one deformable body (the
polycarbonate disc) in contact with a rigid one (the steel cylinder).

The geometry of the 2D simplified model used for numerical simulations is reported in Fig. 1(b). The external
circumference of polycarbonate disc is constrained to the fixed frame and the inner cylinder is in rotation with respect
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to the external one. To obtain the desired radial contact pressure the inner cylinder is expanded as in the case of the
experimental test. The radial expansion applied numerically is 25 µm.

Convergence analyses have been performed to find an optimal mesh size both for the linear model in view of the
complex modal analysis and for the non-linear model to perform the transient simulations. The finite element model
adopted for modal analysis is composed by 2 038 elements with a size of the contact elements of 0.859 mm. The
model adopted for non linear transient analysis is composed by 6 300 elements with a size of the contact elements of
0.715 mm (cf. Fig. 1(b)). Labeled dots indicate the position of the contact node 1621 and of the internal node 1641
considered in the transient simulations (section 5).

3. Material Damping

System motion can be expressed as linear combination of eigenmodes of the system. If there is material damping
in the system each eigenmode is characterized by a modal damping, generally positive (corresponding to a negative
real part of the eigenvalue), that brings to a progressive decrease of the mode vibration.

In the mathematical model of mechanical systems without contact, stiffness and mass matrix are generally sym-
metric. In this case it is possible to diagonalize the system:

[M] {ẍ} + [C] {ẋ} + [K] {x} = {0} , (1)

considering a proportional damping formulation:

[C] = αR[M] + βR[K]. (2)

Damping factor can be expressed as a function of the angular frequency ω:

ζ =
1
2

(
αR

ω
+ βR · ω

)
. (3)

The Rayleigh coefficients αR and βR affect the proportional damping respectively at the low frequencies and at the
high frequencies. The system eigenvalues represented in the complex plane lie on a parabolic curve on the negative
real part half-plane:

λ = −ζω ± iω
√

1 − ζ2 (4)

and

Re(λ) = −
αR

2
+

2βRω
2 · Im(λ)2

α2
R − 2(2 + αRβR)ω2 + β2

Rω
4

(5)

A convergence analysis over space and time discretization has been performed and highlighted the main role
played by the damping coefficients to obtain the convergence of results in transient numerical analysis.

Shear stress fields reported in Fig. 2 show that completely different transient behaviors can be obtained for different
values of the material damping coefficients.

For low values of Rayleigh coefficients (cf. Fig. 2(a)), the system presents an unstable vibrational behavior, but no
convergence in solution can be reached increasing the number of elements or reducing the time step for the calculation
of transient solution. In this case the response of the system is not harmonic and the in plane vibration results to be
different from any the modal shape found in the CEA.

On the contrary, for high values of the damping coefficients αR and βR no convergence problems arise, but the
system is always stable (cf. Fig. 2(c)). In this case, the system reaches a static equilibrium position with all the nodes
over the contact interface in a uniform sliding status.

When introducing realistic values of material damping coefficients (cf. Fig. 2(b)), calculated experimentally, the
system vibrates at a frequency that is close to one of the unstable modes predicted by the CEA and the velocity field
results to be similar to the modal shape of the unstable mode. The same unstable mode is retrieved experimentally
(cf. Fig. 15 and section 6).

Focusing on the energy flows through the deformable body in the case of too low damping values, the energy
introduced into the system by frictional forces cannot be dissipated correctly by the internal non conservative damping
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Figure 2: Different behaviour (shear stress [MPa]) of the system depending to the material damping coefficients.

forces, so that the internal energy increases; the waves generated at the contact are continuously reflected at the
boundaries (cf. Fig. 2(a)). This nonequilibrium can be considered at the origin of the non convergence of the solution.
Increasing the damping coefficient values, the energy equilibrium can be reached and, for very high values of the
damping coefficients, the system becomes artificially stable because the energy is rapidly dissipated by the damping
forces.

This means that the material damping introduced into the system drastically affects the numerical solution that can
be non-convergent or give unreliable results. Because of its key role, the material damping of the polycarbonate disc
has been estimated experimentally. An experimental modal analysis has been performed on the disc to estimate the
modal damping factors by the half power method.
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Figure 3: Experimental Rayleigh coefficient identification.

Figure 3(a) presents the Frequency Response Function (FRF) obtained by exciting the disc with an instrumented
hammer in free-free conditions and measuring the response with an accelerometer. The half power method has been
used to calculate the modal damping factors for each mode in the frequency range 0–10000 Hz ( black marks in
Fig. 3(b)). By comparison between the experimental modal damping factors and the damping frequency behavior
obtained with the proportional damping matrix (blue continuous line), the values of the Rayleigh coefficients are
calculated. Figure 3(b) shows the contributions of the αR Rayleigh coefficient (green dashed line) and the βR coefficient
(red dashed straight line) to the numerical material damping.

The Rayleigh coefficients obtained are αR = 40 1/s and βR = 4.5E − 7 s. As expected, with these values the
convergence of the model is obtained and an unstable modal vibration of the system, corresponding to the experiments
(see section 6) is simulated by the numerical transient analysis.
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4. Instability analysis and modal coupling

One of the most accredited mechanisms at the origin of system instabilities due to frictional contact is the modal
coupling or mode lock-in [1, 23, 35]. Different numerical and experimental works [14, 15, 11], developed on com-
plex systems with two or more deformable bodies in contact, highlighted that the unstable behavior arises when the
frictional forces cause the coalescence between pairs of modes of the different system components.

By the Complex Eigenvalue Analysis (CEA) it is possible to find the complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the system. A pre-stress quasi-static analysis is performed to apply the contact forces in sliding condition: first an
expansion of the inner cylinder of 25 µm is applied to ensure the contact pressure; then the inner disc is put in rotation
to bring the whole contact surface in sliding. Frictional forces acting at the contact interface are linearized for the
complex eigenvalue analysis by introducing normal and tangential stiffness at the contact elements that results as
asymmetries on the stiffness matrix. Afterwards, a complex modal analysis is performed on the model, which is
linearized around the equilibrium position in sliding condition.

Proportional damping has been considered in this calculation and the experimental values for Rayleigh coeffi-
cients (cf. Fig. 3(b)) have been introduced. The resulting complex eigenvalues give information on the frequency
of the modes of vibration and on the modal damping (see Eq. (4)). Eigenvalues with positive real part (negative
modal damping) correspond to unstable modes of the mechanical system. In fact expressing the system motion as
linear combination of all the system modes, there are positive exponential terms that turn the system away from the
equilibrium position generating an unstable vibration at the frequency of the mode with positive real part.

Increasing the frictional forces (i.e. increasing the friction coefficient) affects the system by modifying the real
parts of the coalescing modes which depart from the original one due to the material damping. One of the two
coalescing eigenvalues moves toward the positive half space of the real part. When it becomes positive it causes the
instability of the system.

In a mechanical system, each mode of the coalescing pair involves the deformation of the different components
of the system, i.e. the deformation of both the two bodies in contact should be accounted for. In this work the
system is composed by only one deformable body (polycarbonate disc) in frictional contact with a rigid surface. Also
in this case the friction forces introduce an asymmetry in the stiffness matrix and couple the tangential and normal
deformation of the modes at the contact surface allowing for some mode to become unstable. All the eigenmodes of
the systems belong in this case to the external polycarbonate disc. Thus the unstable coupling occurs between modes
of vibration of the same component.

4.1. Complex Eigenvalue Analysis (CEA)

Results reported here are referred to a friction coefficient at the contact µ = 0.3. Table 1 reports the eigenvalues of
the polycarbonate disc resulting from the prestressed CEA.

Mode Compl. Eigenvalue [Hz]

1 −51, 7 ± 5857i

2 −207, 1 ± 7655i
3 34, 9 ± 7660i

4 −438, 6 ± 9884i
5 155, 7 ± 9901i

6 −556, 3 ± 10502i
7 237, 8 ± 10525i

8 −176, 7 ± 11077i

9 −330, 9 ± 11258i
10 −34, 1 ± 11268i

11 −281, 8 ± 11770i
12 −116, 5 ± 11775i

13 −285, 7 ± 12915i
14 −192, 6 ± 12918i

Mode Compl. Eigenvalue [Hz]

15 −318, 8 ± 14673i
16 −296, 7 ± 14674i

17 −366, 7 ± 14777i
18 −257, 5 ± 14781i

19 −314, 3 ± 14832i

20 −726, 9 ± 16345i
21 −36, 4 ± 16377i

22 −387, 3 ± 16433i
23 −383 ± 16434i

24 −394, 9 ± 16641i

25 −842, 6 ± 17145i
26 3, 1 ± 17186i

27 −500, 1 ± 17444i
28 −367, 5 ± 17451i

Table 1: Complex eigenvalues for µ = 0.3, and with the damping coefficients identified experimentally. Grey highlight: unstable eigenvalues; Bold:
uncoupled eigenvalues.
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Figure 4 shows the first modes resulting from the CEA. Modal shapes are represented in color scale, red zones
correspond to the zones of polycarbonate disc with highest displacement with respect to the equilibrium position.
Modes 1, 8, 19 and 24 are pure radial or pure torsional modes. Conversely due to the symmetry of the system all
the others are coupled and have two by two the same frequency. In absence of friction the double modes would
be identical (same frequency and same modal damping), on the contrary the asymmetry introduced by the frictional
interaction causes the two modes to be slightly different in terms of vibration frequency and significantly different in
terms of modal damping.

Mode 1 Mode 2-3 Mode 4-5 Mode 6-7 Mode 8

Mode 11-12 Mode 13-14 Mode 15-16 Mode 17-18 Mode 19

Mode 9-10

Mode 20-21

Mode 22-23 Mode 24 Mode 25-26 Mode 27-28 Mode 29-30 Mode 31-32

Figure 4: First modal shapes resulting from the CEA with a friction coefficient µ = 0.3.

The unstable modes are 3, 5, 7 and 26 at respectively 7.66 kHz, 9.90 kHz, 10.53 kHz and 17.19 kHz. The deformed
shape of the unstable modes show a large deformation at the contact area (see red and yellow zones on modes 2-3,
4-5 and 6-7 in Fig. 4), where the contact forces allow for the coupling. Coupled modes that are not unstable are
characterized by a not relevant deformation at the contact (see modes 9 to 18 in Fig. 4).

4.2. Effect of local friction on the system dynamics.

The stability of a linear system can be evaluated basically by the observation of the real part of the eigenvalues of
the system resulting from the complex modal analysis. In stability verification the friction coefficient largely affects
the results because it modifies the asymmetry introduced into the stiffness matrix. In Fig. 5 are reported the system
eigenvalues on the complex plane obtained when changing the friction coefficient µ in the range from 0 to 1.

The dashed curve in Fig. 5 represents the theoretical locus of the eigenvalues of the damped system. The two coa-
lescing eigenvalues lie on this curve and are coincident for a nil friction coefficient. Increasing the friction coefficient
they are split in opposite directions and the real part of one mode of the pair can become positive i.e. unstable (red
points on the locus plot in Fig. 5). This phenomenon, known in brake squeal literature as lock-in or modal coupling,
is here obtained for pairs of modes belonging to the same deformable body. The bar diagram on the right of Fig. 5
shows the instability intervals (red bars) of friction coefficient for coupled modes that become unstable.

Comparison between the modal shapes in Fig. 4 and the result of parametric stability analysis in Fig. 5 highlights
that modes having large deformation at the contact zone (modes 3, 5 and 7) become unstable; modes with small
deformation at the contact zone (modes 14, 16 and 18) are slightly affected by increasing the friction coefficient and
remain stable. Mode 7 is the first mode that reaches the instability by increasing the friction coefficient and it is
characterized by the highest displacement over the contact interface (length of the red zones over the contact interface
in Fig. 5).
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in the Stability plot.

Figure 6 shows the behavior of the mode pairs 4-5 and 6-7, at about 9.85 kHz and 10.5 kHz, in terms of frequency
f and modal damping factor ζ (see Eq. (4)) with respect to the friction coefficient. Red points correspond to unstable
mode (negative values of the modal damping). For the 7th mode the critical value of the friction coefficient is µ7c =

0.13, while for the 5th mode the critical value is µ5c = 0.15. In brake squeal literature the coupling occurs between
eigenfrequencies that coalesce with the increase of the friction coefficient, even if they have different frequency for a
nil friction coefficient [23]. The system investigated here is completely axial-symmetric and the two coalescing modes
have the same frequency when friction coefficient is nil. For this reason the increase of friction coefficient causes a
small shift between the mode frequencies (left plot in Fig. 6).

The real parts (cf. Fig. 5) and the modal dampings (right plot in Fig. 6) of the eigenvalue pair split toward the two
opposite half spaces; the behavior, increasing the friction coefficient, is symmetric with respect to the starting value
because the two modes have equal modal damping (they belong to the same body with the same material damping)
and same deformed shape. It is worth to notice that, between the two modes of the coalescing pair, the mode that
becomes unstable is the higher frequency one and this result is here obtained for all the coalescing pairs.

Figure 7 shows the mode 7 for different values of the friction coefficient µ. Increasing the friction forces the
asymmetry on the system matrices modifies the modal shape with respect to the mode without friction. This effect
results to be as much relevant as the distribution of the deformation at the contact is relevant.

5. Transient analysis

To reproduce numerically the dynamic response of the polycarbonate disc during sliding a non linear model has
been developed. To simulate the non linear frictional contact the dynamic finite element code PLASTD is used.

This code uses a forward incremental Lagrange multiplier method [36, 24] to evaluate the normal and tangential
contact stresses as well as the contact status (stick, slip or detachment). The code uses an explicit formulation to solve
the transient problem. The forward incremental Lagrange multiplier method equations set is constructed using the
equations of motion developed via the principle of virtual work at time step tn augmented by displacement constraints
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acting on contacting surfaces at time tn+1:
[M] {ü}n + [C] {u̇}n + [K] {u}n + [G]T

n+1 {λ}n = {F}ext
n

[G]T
n+1

[
{X}n + {u}n+1 − {u}n

]
≤ 0

(6)

where {λ}n are the contact forces acting on the contact nodes introduced as Lagrange multipliers. [G]n+1 is a colloca-
tion matrix of the contact forces over the degrees of freedom of the whole mechanical system. {X}n+1 = {X}n + {u}n+1−

{u}n is the coordinate vector at time n + 1. {u}n, {u̇}n and {ü}n are respectively the displacement, the velocity and the
acceleration of the degrees of freedom of the system. [M], [C] and [K] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices
of the system.

This equation is then discretized over time for the transient simulation. The explicit integration scheme is the
Newmark scheme: 

{ü}n =
2

∆t2 ({u}n+1 − {u}n − ∆t · {u̇}n)

{u̇}n =
1

1 + 2β2

[
{u̇}n−1 + ∆t (1 − β2) {ü}n−1 +

2β2

∆t
({u}n+1 − {u}n)

] (7)

In this formulation the coefficient β2 is related to the numerical damping and when it is equal to 0.5 this method
corresponds to the central differences method and does not introduce any numerical damping. For our analysis this
value will be adopted with the aim of not introducing non physical damping into the system. The energy balance during
the transient simulation will be guaranteed by the material damping of the polycarbonate expressed as proportional
Rayleigh damping.

5.1. Transient analysis results for µ = 0.3 and ω = 600 rpm.
Hereafter, results from a transient analysis performed with the same boundary conditions imposed for the CEA

are reported.
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The inner disc has an imposed rotational speed ω = 610 rpm; the inner disc is expanded of 25 µm to engage the
contact with polycarbonate disc. The friction coefficient is set to 0.3 and the Rayleigh coefficients are equal to the
experimental values (αR = 40 1/s and βR = 4.5E − 7 s).
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Figure 8: Acceleration of an internal node with its spectrogram and status of the contact nodes over the time.
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Figure 9: Velocity field [m/s] and contact status at different times.

Observing the acceleration response of a node of the disc (cf. Fig. 8), four different stages can be highlighted
and identified by the letters from A to D. In the leftmost plot in Fig. 8 the spectrogram of the acceleration response
highlights the different harmonic content of each stage of simulation. The reported spectrogram is calculated with
a window length of 0.5 ms. The amplitude of each FFT calculated for building the spectrogram is normalized, so
that the maximum values of each FFT is the same (although the vibration amplitude changes largely) and they can
be plotted on the same diagram giving information about the evolution of the main harmonic content for the whole
simulation. Furthermore the status of contact nodes over the time (cf. rightmost plot in Fig. 8) shows the effect of
contact status variation on the transient behavior of the system.

The first stage of the transient response (stage A in Fig. 8) is characterized by a small amplitude of vibration
excited by the rapid expansion of the rigid surface, which gives an impulsive radial and rotational excitation to the
disc. The disc response at a frequency of 5.8 kHz corresponds to the first (radial) vibration mode of the system (see
Table 1). All the contact nodes are in sliding status and the vibration amplitude decreases according with the sign of
the real part of the first eigenvalue. Figure 9(a) shows the scalar field of in plane velocity modulus for t = 0.005 s,
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which correspond to a radial mode of vibration of the disc. This velocity distribution results to be similar to the mode
1 in Fig. 4.

At time t ' 0.01 s the spectrogram in Fig. 8 presents a switch in the main frequency of vibration. From this point
forward (stage B) the main harmonic content is at an higher frequency of about 9.9 kHz that corresponds to the mode
5, which si predicted to be unstable by the CEA. The vibration amplitude grows exponentially, which is typical of
unstable systems. The exponential growth is consistent with the value of the real part of the eigenvalues calculated by
the CEA with the linear model. The pattern of the velocity field shown in Fig. 9(b) is consistent with the deformed
shape of the unstable mode 5 (cf. Fig. 4). At this stage all nodes are still in sliding and the contact non linearities due
to sticking and detachment do not affect the system behavior.

The vibration amplitude increases progressively and when the tangential speed of the contact nodes reaches the
peripheral speed of the rotating surface some of the nodes switch in sticking status. Afterwards (stage C in Fig. 8),
increasing the vibration amplitude the number of nodes in sticking and detachment condition increases and the system
vibration reaches the limit cycle (stage D in Fig. 8). The nonlinearities due to the contact become relevant during this
transition and produce a slight decrease of vibration frequency of the unstable mode, as shown by the spectrogram.
In fact the appearance of zones of detachment with respect to the linear behavior introduces a less stiff constraint
at the contact producing the decrease of the vibration frequency. The velocity field of the disc vibration during the
limit cycle (cf. Fig. 9(c)) is not exactly the same of the modal shape of the mode 5, because the presence of sliding
and detachment conditions is not accounted for in the linearized model used for the CEA. Super-harmonics appear at
frequencies that are integer multiples of the original one, due to the nonlinear behavior of the system.
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Figure 10: Limit cycles.

Figure 10(a) shows the phase plot (displacement, velocity) of the node 1641 along the x direction (cf. Fig. 1(b)).
The stage B of the transient simulation is characterized by an increasing spiral, while the stage D is characterized
by the stationary limit cycle. Figure 10(b) presents the trace of the plane displacement of the contact node 1621
(cf. Fig. 1(b)), where the upper “vertical” line correspond to the initial expansion of the inner rigid surface, the
“horizontal” line corresponds to the stick-slip phases and the arcs are due to the detachment of the node from the
rotating surface. The amplitude increases until the system reaches the limit cycle.

5.2. Transient analysis results for µ = 0.3 and ω = 70 rpm
This section presents the results of a transient analysis with the same boundary conditions, except for the rotational

speed imposed to the inner rigid disc. In this case the rotational speed is ω = 70 rpm.
Observing, as in the previous analysis, the acceleration response of a node of the disc (cf. Fig. 11), four stages can

be highlighted, as identified with the letters from A to D.
The first part of transient response (stage A in Fig. 11) presents the same characteristics in terms of both modal

shape and frequency ( 5.8 kHz) of the simulation at 600 rpm. At time t ' 0.013 s the spectrogram in Fig. 11 presents a
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Figure 11: Acceleration of an internal node with its spectrogram and status of the contact nodes over the time.

frequency change. After this point the results of this simulation are quite different from the analysis presented above.
As in the previous case, during stage B, the main harmonic content is at a frequency of about 9.9 kHz that corresponds
to the mode 5 of the CEA. The vibration amplitude grows until the tangential sliding speed of the contact nodes
reaches the nil value. In this case, due to the reduced rotational speed of the rigid surface, only sticking nonlinearities
(no detachments) appear at the contact during the steady state (stage D). In this case during the linear part of the
transient response (stage B) there is a co-presence of two unstable mode, with evident beats in the response. On the
contrary only one of the corresponding frequencies is present during the limit cycle when nonlinearities arise, in this
case the main frequency recovered (10.5 kHz) corresponds to the higher of the two unstable modes recovered in the
linear part of the transient response and corresponds to another unstable mode (mode 7 calculated by the CEA).

The velocity distribution in this case is similar to modal shape of mode 7 confirming that at this rotational speed
the system vibrates at another frequency due to the excitation of a different unstable system mode.

5.3. Energy balance
Energy analysis has been performed to observe the energy flows during the transient response of the system and

to verify the energy balance. The total energy (ET ) of the elastic media Φ is composed by the elastic potential energy
(EE) and the kinetic energy (EK).

ET = EE + EK =
1
2
{x}T [K] {x} +

1
2
{ẋ}T [M] {ẋ} . (8)

The inner rigid surface rotates with a constant rotational speed Ω, and the external power can be expressed as the
product of the torque Q and the rotational speed Ω and it is equivalent to the integral over the whole contact interface
∂Φ of tangential stresses τ by the peripheral speed of the rigid surface Ωr:

PEx(t) = Q(t) ·Ω =

∫ 2π

0
τ(φ, t) ·Ωr · dφ (9)

The external power flow has three paths: i) the power exchanged between the rigid surface and the elastic media
by sticking PS t; ii)the power exchanged by sliding PS l; iii) the power dissipated at the contact PDc due to the relative
velocity between the rigid and elastic contact surfaces when sliding occurs. Considering the tangential forces T and
the tangential velocity vT at the contact nodes of the FEM model, the three terms can be expressed as follows:

PEx = PS t + PS l + PDc =
∑
S t

TS t · vT,S t +
∑
S l

TS l · vT,S l +
∑
S l

TS l · (Ωr − vT,S l) (10)
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where the first sum is extended to all the nodes in sticking (S t) and vT,S t = Ωr, while the other two sums are extended
to all nodes in sliding (S l).

The internal forces due to the material damping {FD} = [C]{ẋ} produce an energy dissipation during a time step
(δt) that can be expressed as:

PDm = {ẋ}T [C] {ẋ} . (11)

The energy flows accounted for the energy balance extended to the elastic media Φ are the powers exchanged at
the contact interface ∂Φ by sticking or sliding and the power dissipated in the elastic media by the material damping.
The difference between the energy exchanged at the contact interface (∂Φ) and the energy dissipated inside the body
by material damping, produces a variation of the total energy of the system. Furthermore, the variation of the total
energy of the elastic body Φ is equal to the difference between the external power and the powers dissipated at the
contact and inside the body by material damping:

dET

dt
= PS t + PS l − PDm = PEx − PDc − PDm (12)

When the system dynamics is unstable, the phase combination between the tangential force and tangential speed
produces a flow of energy at the contact toward the elastic body, increasing its total energy content (elastic and kinetic
energy). The higher the energy content is, the higher the vibration amplitude will be, which in fact increases when
instabilities occur.

During the limit cycle the system reaches a dynamic equilibrium condition and the energy dissipated by material
damping and contact balances the energy introduced at the contact.

Figure 12 shows the quantities presented above during the simulation time. The different energy flows that consti-
tute the external power are shown (cf. Fig. 12(c)) referred to the acceleration response (cf. Fig. 12(a)) and the status
of contact nodes (cf. Fig. 12(b)).

The external power starts from a value that corresponds to the product of the peripheral speed of the rigid surface
by the tangential contact stress due to the radial expansion, in stable conditions. At the beginning of the simulation,
when the system is near to its static equilibrium position, in overall sliding, the external power is entirely dissipated at
the contact (black and red curve in Fig. 12(c)). When the unstable behavior appears (exponential growth of vibrations)
there is a progressive increase of the energy that is introduced into the system by friction-induced-vibration (green
curve) and a progressive reduction of the energy dissipated at the contact (red curve). The sum of these terms (black
curve) is constant until the first detachments appear (cf. Fig. 12(b)). While at the beginning of the unstable vibrations
the energy is introduced completely by sliding (green curve), when the sticking appears a drop of the sliding power
curve can be noticed with an increase of the sticking term (blue curve).

It can be noticed that the energy dissipated by the friction forces during the unstable behavior is less than the energy
dissipated during the stable behavior (red curve in Fig. 12(c)). Figure 12(c) shows the portion of the energy dissipated
by friction at the contact and the energy dissipated by material damping in the bulk. At the beginning of the simulation
the polycarbonate disc is sliding on the rigid surface without significant vibrations and almost all the external energy
is dissipated at the contact; then, once the unstable vibrations occurs, the external energy is dissipated by both material
damping and frictional forces and the amount of energy dissipated at the contact decreases (cf. Fig. 12). This aspect is
confirmed by experimental observations (see section 6), that don’t show overheating of the contacting interface during
the unstable behavior.

During the limit cycle, the power dissipated at the contact (by frictional forces) is 18% of the external power. The
remaining part is divided into the Sticking power (72%) and Sliding power (10%), which are powers re-introduced by
the contact into the polycarbonate disc as friction-induced-vibrations and successively dissipated by material damping
(82% of the total external power).

Figure 12(d) shows the energies introduced and dissipated by the elastic media (polycarbonate disc). The energy
introduced (blue curve) is composed by the sum of sliding and sticking term in Fig. 12(c), while the energy is dissi-
pated by the material damping (red curve in Fig. 12(d)). The difference between the introduced and dissipated power
(highlighted area in Fig. 12(d)) represents the variation of the energy stored into the system by elastic and kinetic
energy, due to the increase of the system vibrations. Once the limit cycle is reached, all the energy introduced into the
polycarbonate disc is dissipated by material damping (82% of the total external power) and there is no more variation
of the mechanical energy of the elastic media that vibrates with constant amplitude (limit cycle).
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Furthermore, an increase of external energy needed to maintain a constant rotational velocity of the rigid surface
can be noticed and the external power calculated during the unstable phase is higher than the external power calculated
during the stable phase (black curve in Fig. 12(c)).

5.4. Effect of rotational speed and local friction coefficient on transient solution.

When non linearities arise in a mechanical system, its behavior is not easily predictable. Observing the behavior
of this system during the transient analysis, both rotational speed and friction coefficient are found to have relevant
effects on the vibrational status reached during the limit cycle.

A parametric analysis has been performed to highlight the effect of both the rotational speed of the inner cylinder
and the friction coefficient on the transient vibrational behavior of the polycarbonate disc.

In this study, 24 values of the rotational speed in the range 10–6000 rpm have been considered while the friction
coefficient assumes the values 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. The main results in terms of the vibration frequency and status at the
contact during the limit cycle are reported in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

Observing the trend of the vibration frequency (cf. Fig. 13) it can be noticed that by increasing the rotational speed,
the vibration frequency generally decreases. For small values of the rotational speed (Ω in the range 10–20 rpm) the
main vibration frequency is comparable with the frequency of the unstable mode 7 (black dashed line in Fig. 13 at
10.5 kHz) obtained by CEA.
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When the same unstable mode is excited (the unstable mode 7 in CEA, for Ω ≤ 100 rpm and friction coefficient
equal to 0.2 and 0.3) the frequency increases by increasing the friction coefficient according with results of the para-
metric CEA in Fig. 6. At high rotational speed, when the nodes detachment status appears and the unstable vibration
corresponds to the mode 5 in CEA, the frequency decreases with the increase of the rotational speed for friction co-
efficient equal to 0.3 and 0.4, while it stays constant for friction coefficient equal to 0.2. This is consistent with the
increase of the percentage of nodes in detachment status showed in Figure 14. The higher the friction coefficient is,
the higher the percentage of nodes in detachment status will be, that produces a softening of the contact boundary
condition.

In this case the frequency is lower than the one calculated by CEA with the linear system (black dashed line
in Fig. 13 at 9.9 kHz), because at high rotational speed the system presents relevant portion of contact interface in
detachment status, which causes a softening of the boundary conditions.

Figure 14 shows the status of the contact interface during the limit cycle expressed as percentage of nodes in
different statuses. For low values of rotational speed the contact status is initially divided between sliding and sticking.
Increasing the rotational speed also detachment arises while the sticking tends to extinguish. These transitions move
toward lower rotational speed for increasing friction coefficient due to the higher value of friction forces. Comparison
between the results shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 13 confirms that the reduction of the main frequency recovered during
the limit cycle can be directly related to the increasing of the detachment zones on the contact interface.

Two characteristic values of rotational speed can be identified for each friction coefficient. The first one ω? is
the value that produce a definitive selection of the unstable mode 5: it moves toward lower speed increasing the
friction coefficient (cf. Fig. 13). The other characteristic value ω+ indicates the minimum value of rotational speed
that produces no further variation of the transient response. This is due to the stabilization (with the rotational speed)
of the percentage of sticking, sliding and detachment zones. This occurs when no sticking zones are recovered at the
contact interfaces, for the higher values of rotational speed Ω (cf. Fig. 14), and the sliding contact interaction doesn’t
take into account the value of relative speed but only its sign. Increasing the friction coefficient these characteristic
values move toward higher values of rotational speed.

6. Preliminary experimental validation of the numerical model.

The simplified geometry of the system allowed for developing an experimental set-up (cf. Fig. 1(a)) that is able to
maintain contact and dynamic boundary conditions as constant as possible, to reproduce dynamic instabilities[26].

In order to give a preliminary validation of the developed system, results of experimental tests are presented in
Fig. 15 for a rotational speed of 45.58 rpm. The dynamic response of the system measured by an accelerometer along
the radial and tangential direction of an inner point of the polycarbonate disc is measured and analyzed.

The leftmost plot in Fig. 15 shows the acceleration measured during the test. The response is characterized by
a large amplitude of harmonic vibration and sound emissions, with exponential increase up to the limit cycle. This
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Figure 14: Percentage of nodes in each status at the limit cycle for different values of friction coefficient µ and rotational speed Ω

confirms the onset of modal coupling instabilities in the experimental test.
The rightmost graph in Figure 15 shows the spectrogram of the experimental response. Four main vibration fre-

quency are recovered at 6 kHz, 7.5 kHz, 9 kHz and 16 kHz. In the authors opinion these frequencies can be associated
to the first four unstable modes found in CEA (cf. Table 1). Also superharmonics of the main frequencies can be
detected due to the nonlinearity of the vibration status.

The difference between frequencies recovered experimentally and numerically is ascribed by the authors to the
lower stiffness of the boundary conditions applied experimentally. While in the numerical model the constraint applied
on the external edge of the polycarbonate disc is rigid, in the experiments the disc is clamped to the frame by three
screws and a steel annular ring. This difference in frequency is confirmed by a numerical analysis on a 3D model that
takes into account the real geometry and stiffness of the whole setup [27].

The occurrence of the dynamic instability is really sensitive to both the system dynamics and the contact conditions
[18, 19, 12]: due to the impossibility of obtaining exact symmetry in the experimental tests, the unstable vibrations do
not reach a steady state condition as in the numerical analysis and a switching between the different unstable modes
of the system is recovered experimentally (cf. Fig. 15).

Finally, thermal measurements on different points of the experimental setup did not indicate overheating of the
contact interface during the occurring of unstable vibrations. This is in agreement with the numerical results which
show that during dynamic instabilities the energy is dissipated mainly in the bulk by material damping rather than
locally at the contact by relative motion. These preliminary results suggest the need to investigate experimentally the
temperature distribution in the bulk and next to the contact, in order to validate the numerical results and verify the
possibility to use overheating as an indicator of contact and material damping.

The presented case is a preliminary test showing the capability of the designed system to provide squeal instabil-
ities that can be used to validate the numerical simulations. Parametric analyses are needed to validate the numerical
findings, and will be object of future works.
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Figure 15: Experimental in plane acceleration on the polycarbonate disc and signal spectrogram for Ω = 45.58 rpm.

7. Conclusions

In this paper the behavior of a simple model, reproduced experimentally, has been numerically analyzed to inves-
tigate the contact dynamic instabilities due to mode coupling. The main advantage of the model is the accounting for
a single deformable body in frictional contact with a rigid surface. The modes that are coupled by the frictional forces
belong to the same component, namely the disc.

The numerical analyses showed good agreement between results from the linear CEA and the transient non linear
analysis, allowing for a generalization of the mode-lock-in theory, which is usually investigated in literature for brake
squeal. The effects of the nonlinearities on the limit cycle are presented in detail.

Convergence analysis and comparison between the numerical results and experiments, highlighted the main role
played by material damping in selecting the dynamic response of the system. To obtain reliable results an experimental
estimation of the material damping is necessary.

The simplicity of the model allows as well to develop a detailed energy analysis to distinguish between the energy
introduced by the contact into the system, and the energy dissipated by friction. The energy analysis allowed to
quantify that part of the energy directly dissipated by the frictional forces at the contact and the energy that is first
introduced into the system as friction-induced-vibrations and subsequently dissipated by the material damping into
the bulk.

The energy balance of the system showed that, during the limit cycle of the unstable vibrations the main part of the
energy is dissipated by material damping. The energy dissipation at the contact during the contact dynamic instability
is significantly lower than the the dissipation during a stable sliding behavior.

Experimental tests on the designed set-up showed the capability of the system to reproduce the in-plane modal
instabilities. The introduction of correct values of the material damping allowed for predicting the amplitude of the
friction induced vibrations, while the monitored temperature at the contact did not show detectable increase.

The performed parametric analysis highlights the main role of the energy flows on the selection of the unstable
modes of vibration and it suggests a further energy investigation. The knowledge of the energy flows between contact
interface and system can bring to a deeper understanding of friction-induced-vibration phenomena to control unstable
induced vibration or prevent surface degradation.

The power flow analysis, presented here for the specific issue of mode coupling instabilities, is a meaningful tool
to distinguish between the energy dissipated at the contact (contact damping) and the energy that is introduced into
the system as friction-induced-vibrations and dissipated into the bulk by material damping.
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